Absfrucr-This paper will describe the proposed communications mander in not only formulating his battle plans, but in orches-
Army communicators today call the area system. In the area as current communications doctrine. If one were to go to the (grid) system, the physical size of the network of nodes would field where U.S. troops are deployed, this signal configuration migrate from small-sized nodes in the forward areas near the would generally be found. forward edge of battle (FEBA) to extensive networks (nodes) in the c6rps and theater areas. The reference to size here re-OTHER CURRENT CAPABILITIES lates to the channel capacity of the network as the system flows from front to rear. At the front (battalion-brigade), 6 and 12 channel multiplexed systems are common. In the division areas, 12 and/or 24 channel multiplexed systems are typical.
In the corps and theater, 24-48 and 96 channel multiplexed systems are commonplace. The sizing in large measure reflects the troop concentrations (number and size of units) at each echelon. The area (grid) system, therefore, formed a major element of the backbone of the field communications network architecture.. I mentioned earlier that the grid structure did impose some restrictions on the speed and directness of information flow for command traffic between major command headquarters, e.g., a brigade main command post to a division main command post. To provide direct routing of traffic, a command communications system was created and resembled somewhat the old axis of signal communications. A typical Corps composite system as it would be employed today is shown in Fig. 3 .
This then represents the basic electrical communications architecture of a present-day major U.S. field unit (divisioncorps). The configuration shown in Fig. 3 would be described
In conjunction with the multichannel hierarchical structure of the area system, the forward echeleon forces do use extensive combat net radio. The combat net radio system provides mobile communications services to the forward echelon commanders. Provisions are currently available for the mobile commander to use his radio in a configuration that permits him to be interconnected with the multichannel area or command telephone systems. Unfortunately, he must operate his radio in this mode in accordance with classical radio procedures rather than as a telephone. This causes a degree of awkwardness in call operation.
Logistics units still utilize high frequency (HF) radio teletype to pass perishable logistics message traffic between the major logistics units, e.g., division support command to corps support command. HF radio teletype today still forms the principle transmission means for narrative operational, intelligence, and logistics traffic. Field wire and field cable are also extensively employed, primarily in the command post areas. Field cable installations are wide spread in the corps and communications zone areas.
So far I have described briefly the past and present-day military field communications systems. This discussion sets the stage for the future of Army field communications. But before I set that stage, one very essential item must be addressed. That essential item is the role of electronic technology with its impacts on equipment and system designs.
THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY
Probably the single most important discovery was the transistor in the late 1940's. What was so very important about this one device?
MILITARY REQUIREMENTS
If military requirements for equipment were succinctly 1) very light weight, 2) extremely rugged, 3) small size, 4) high reliability, 5) low power drain, 6 ) easy to operate, and 7) simple to maintain. The transistor and then follow-on developments such as stated, they would be as follows:
printed circuits and integrated circuit designs brought reality to those goals stated above.
THE THREAT
Ironically, what could be called the two T's, technology and the threat, work hand in hand. Technology would pace the threat, and with each technological breakthrough, the threat potential would be enhanced. One must exercise care in specifically qualifying the threat. The threat discussed here relates not specifically to particular adversary nations, but the application of the new electronics technology to the world of 1) weapon systems, 2 ) intelligence collection and processing systems, 3) command and control systems, and 4) electronic warfare systems. The nations that exploit electronic technology will be able to develop the best threat postures as far as the above systems are concerned.
To return to technology, it was the electronics technology revolution that provided the great increase in communications network capacity. Up until the late 1950's, multichannel sys- tems rarely exceeded 12 channels, particularly in tactical configurations.
Two other technology enhancements occurred because of the electronics revolution, namely, 1) computer afid computer peripheral devices development, and 2) satellite systems. Both of these developments were to have major impacts on communications systems and equipment capabilities and apDepartment of the Army had even undertaken for communications. The objective was to postulate the requirements for communications service for a 20 year time frame. At the same time, the study provided a very deliberate transition plan, permitting a graceful evolution to the future by maximizing the use of existing equipment inventories and providing during the transition certain new equipment that would have the capability to effectively operate with both the new projected equipments and existing inventory equipments. plications. major factor in providing the Army the ability to achieve Two very significant additional aspects of the INTACS many of its long sought after goals. Optics and related scien-Study were tific exploitations were to make their mark as well.
1) the development of detailed communications support So in reality, technology has been and will continue to be a THE STRUCTURE OF THE INTACS STUDY A PROJECTION FOR THE FUTURE requirements, and 2 ) the development of a communication system control The year 1970 could well be described as the trigger for the philosophy. initiation of the Army's future concepts for communications
The significance of the development of detailed communiin support of command and control. In that year, the early cations support requirements was the ability for the communiplanning phase of the Integrated Tactical Communications cations planner to accurately develop efficient system sizings System Study (INTACS) was initiated. What was significant as opposed to the older approaches based solely upon providabout INTACS was the very fact that it was not merely a five-ing the biggest system that technology, constrained by size, year update, but the first long-range planning action that the weight, power, and cost factors, would allow.
A system control architecture was developed in the early phase of INTACS because the modern tactical user requires a responsive communications system. There are going to be equipment and system outages for various reasons, but if this information is rapidly relayed to the system planners and controllers, then expeditious corrective actions can be taken to minimize the system information flow degradation. Again, modern electronic technology provides the means to make rapid assessments of system and equipment operational capability. Of course, these potential degradations take into account deliberate enemy actions against portions of the system. The principle adversary nation's electronic warfare doctrine calls for the physical destruction of a third of our communications networks and electrically disabling another third of the network's capability.
INTACS
So far I have discussed INTACS as a major long range planning effort that began at the turn of the decade of the 1970's. Its major objective was to give a sense of direction to the development of the Army's communications systems and equipment for the next 20 years. It was felt that a 20 year analysis would give the research and development community ample opportunity to exploit those technologies that could give the Army its best system approaches at prices that are affordable.
Other events were also occurring that would have major impacts on the architectural concepts and the hardware characteristics of the future tactical communictions configurations. These events are briefly highhghted here.
I ) The Evolution of the Computer: The computer's ability to streamline operations is giving the Army an opportunity to automate a large number of battlefield functions such as tactical fire control, air defense systems' control, target identification and assessment, and intelligence collection and evaluation. Computers were getting smaller, yet at the same time providing larger and larger processing and storage capabilities.
2) Satellite communications have achieved an impressive array of successes, and the ability to utilize an ethereally active microwave repeater would provide efficient long-distance transmission of both single and multichannel voice and data traffic.
3) Digital Transmission Techniques: While this capability was not necessarily new (the Morse code key and the teletype machine are both examples of older digital techniques), the ability to readily convert voice which is analog by nature to binary bit streams and then reconstitute those bit streams into synthetic speech reproductions with excellent clarity and recognition was being perfected. Digital transmissions over long distances can be handled efficiently and with a minimum of signal distortion. The ability to regenerate these binary pulses faithfully would permit much longer transmission distances than analog transmission of the same information.
Digital techniques also yielded another significant advantage, n h e l y , the ability to provide security for the information being transmitted. Binary digits can be readily manipulated by encrypting and decrypting devices to provide literally "breakproof" codes.
4 ) Automatic Analog and Digital Switching: While the commercial world has had varying forms of automatic switching for four decades (the Strowger Switch is now celebrating almost 50 years of usage), modern electronic circuit technology has now made the automatic switch practical for military field applications. Since the mid-l960's, the military departments have been developing modern tactical circuit and message switches known as the triservice tactical communications switch (TRITAC) family. Modern technology has provided the means to miniaturize the processor components of these switches to provide a highly transportable, ruggedized subsystem that can easily keep pace with the combat elements. 5 ) Lasers and Optic Systems: Lasers and light pipes (fiber optics) will greatly enhance short-range wide-band transmission of information. Here again we have a technological revolution that can greatly simplify local distribution of high density traffic for command, control, communications, intelligence, and other battlefield functions requiring exchange of data within the individual system or between systems.
So far I have highlighted various major subsystem elements that provide greatly enhanced communications capability, but I have not yet developed the roadmap for INTACS. It is essential that I now discuss the basic objectives for the ultimate system. The ultimate system according to the original plan was to have had an initial fielding date of 1986. The major characteristics of the ultimate system were to be the following:
1) subscriber-to-subscriber total security (end-to-end encryption),
2) an all-digital network, 3) automatic switching down to the lowest feasible echelons, 4) maximum use of satellite communications for special long 5) single channel radio access for mobile subscribers, 6 ) highly flexible communications planning and control, 7) modern combat net radio system with built-in electronic 8) highly flexible narrative record traffic subsystem, 9) transparent interfaces with the systems of our allies, 10) totally integrateable with the highest level national com-11) totally capable of accepting the data flow needs of all 12) minimum personnel resources.
haul circuits, counter-countermeasures features, mand facilities, automated battlefield systems, and
BASIC SYSTEM ELEMENTS
The heart of the Army's future tactical communications system is a modern automatic switching system which in the transitional phase will be capable of switching both analog and digital traffic circuits. A major subelement of that automatic switching system will be digital message switches that can either operate in a stand alone mode or be connected into the digitally switched portion of the automatic circuit switches.
These automatic switches will contain a field reprogrammable and an automatically deducible directory, varying sized conference bridges, call forwarding, abbreviated dialing, and automatic internal testing capabilities. These automatic switches will be developed in a family of sizes (loop and trunk capability) for deployment from company-sized units rearward.
The modern future Army transmission facilities will consist of a variety of modes. The basic system will be a digital multichannel terrestrial microwave system deployable inta&a classic grid (area) system that will be set up in areas of tact'&l unit concentrations on the battlefield. Units will be connected into the terrestrial multichannel system at these major nodes. New designs for digital microwave transmission equipment have already progressed to the engineering development stages. This tactical microwave equipment has been developed under the TRITAC program.
Complementing the terrestrial-based microwave system will be a combination of single and multichannel satellite ground terminals that will utilize a triservice-controlled tactical space element. These satellite ground terminals provide long-haul service where terrain features negate the use of terrestrial systems or where rapid reconstitution of portions of the system are required as a result of enemy action against the terrestrial based systems. The principle of satellite system operation does provide means to achieve low detectability of the ground terminals. High-angle propagation paths allow the ground terminals to be placed in site defilade, further reducing detectability and destruction by enemy weapon systems.
To address highly perishable information flow, a sophisticated tactical information distribution system will overlay the basic terrestrial multichannel system. This information distribution system will be used primarily by the automated battlefield systems that are intelligence gathering and disseminating, and weapons control in nature. The necessity for such an overlay system for information is caused by the requirements for exceptionally rapid initial information transfer and refresh rates.
HIGH-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS
Concern has been expressed about the potential threat to the space element in the satellite systems by adversary ground based and space borne electronic countermeasures systems. Therefore, the Army has reconsidered high frequency systems. Although high frequency radio teletype had been the backbone of our earlier narrative record traffic systems, it had been replaced in the early INTACS analyses for three principal reasons: 1) low information transfer by virtue of its relatively narrow bandwidth, 2) easy detectability by direction finding (DF) and intercept electronic countermeasures equipment, and 3) relative unpredictability of the propagation medium. While we have not been able to greatly enhance bandwidth, more recent modulation schemes have permitted higher data rates on HF. Chirp-sounder systems of recent vintage are now predicting ionospheric anomalies with such accuracies that frequency changes of operation can be forecast and made prior to significant circuit outage. It is for this reason that HF systems now have a new interest and viability to the military communications' planner. Furthermore, the Army still does not have an effective nape-of-the-earth communications capability for its rotary wing aviation fleet. HF appears now to be the only effective solution for that communications requirement. Although antenna systems at high frequency still represent a major drawback because of their physical size, new more-directional designs are permitting better spectral distribution of the wave patterns and are reducing to a degree, the interceptability, and jamming of HF transmissions.
WIRE AND CABLE SYSTEMS
In general, the tempo of modern battle and the anticipated daily movement factors, even units as large as corps Headquarters, would generally preclude any large-scale use of wire and cable. Nevertheless, these transmission modes have not been unilaterally excluded in the Army's planning. To reduce congestion in larger command posts, special coaxial cable distribution systems are being evaluated as a viable replacement for the current individual wire connections between subscribers in these major headquarters.
To reduce the vulnerability of command posts, communicators are removing electromagnetic radiating equipment and displacing these radiators several kilometers from the command post. It is then necessary to connect the command post with the signal facilities.
This interconnection generally must be broad-band because of ?he density of information flow. Fiber optic cables and lightweight coaxial cables are being developed that will provide the means to bridge the gap between the servicing signal center and command post location. Fiber optic cables in particular are very lightweight, extremely broad-banded, and are literally impervious to tapping and intrusion. Furthermore, fiber optic cables are only slightly degraded by the electromagnetic pulse of a nuclear detonation.
Even at the more forward echelons, new lightweight field wire with improved insulation and transmission characteristics has been developed and will replace the present two conductor field wires. This new lightweight field wire, WF16, is four conductor to readily permit the installation of the future four wire telephone instruments.
MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
With the potential pace of modern battlefield operations, much of the commander's time is going to be spent on the move. Therefore, he must be able to communicate his decisions and receive information about the nature of the battlefield in his mobile command post.
With the advent of adversary electronic warfare systems, it becomes essential to provide interference free, secure communications for these commanders. Two developments that complement each other have been under development, one of which is being developed under the triservice communications program. The first development, now in the advanced development stage, is a new combat radio that will provide its own counter-countermeasures capability as an appliquk. Furthermore, this new combat net radio will provide for both analog and digital data transmissions. Also, it will conform to the new 25 kHz channel spacings approved by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) for this type radio service.
In the realm of digital data service, this radio has been designed to pass a 16 kbit bit stream within its 25 kHz bandwidth channel. This will allow transmissions from the new tactical digital facsimile set over this radio in time periods less than 1 min.
The complementary development entitled mobile subscriber access, a TRITAC activity, has been under consideration as a very plausible solution to the interface of the mobile subscriber with the basic area communications system. The Mobile Subscriber System, through mobile subscriber access centrals appropriately placed in the combat zone,will allow mobile users a service quite like conventional automatic telephone service without the encumberance of the current microwave multichannel telephone systems employed in the division area today. The Mobile Subscriber Access System can be combined with the satellite subsystems to provide long-haul mobile service to remote portions of the main battle area.
SUBSCRIBER TERMINAL DEVELOPMENTS
As a byproduct of the emerging computer field, a host of perpheral devices have been developed that will provide human interfacing with computer processors. Versions of these devices will have direct application to data communications. Others could serve the Army's narrative record traffic requirements. Some of these devices will be directly applicable to providing subscriber inputs to automated systems. Devices like the tactical computer terminal (TCT) and the digital message entry device (DMD) are typical of these subscriber data terminals. The new modular record traffic terminal family is to a degree, a byproduct of the technology that has been employed in these data terminals. The Army's first adaption of a so-called smart terminal was the product improvement of the field tactical teletypewriter. Incorporated in that product improvement was a host of functional routines inserted in an internal minicomputer that provides capabilities to compose and edit messages, store incoming and outgoing traffic, and transmit outgoing traffic at much higher line speeds than previously achieveable.
THE INTACS SYSTEM
So far I have portrayed for you a host of technological advances in electronics that will provide the essential characteristics for the required field communications systems of the late 1980's and the 1990's. At this point, I will review the stated objectives of INTACS study and then postulate the design characteristics of the recommended system. As a part of the initial phase of the study, measures of effectiveness (MOE) were established to permit the evaluation of alternative systems. The principle MOE covered such critical system characteristics as 1) grade of service, 2 ) speed of service, 3) system security, 4) system availability, 5) mobility, 6 ) design flexibility, 7) reliability, and 8) maintainability. I have not covered all of the key MOE, but the eight areas highlighted above provide the basis for the system's design characteristics.
Since current system deployments consist of an area system overlayed by a command system, the initial study analyses looked at the feasibility of having only one type rather than the present day composite. To make that analysis, a great degree of knowledge of where the user of the system was going to be and what services he needed had to be acquired. Furthermore, a new complication was added. This new complication related to the interchange of information among a host of automated systems. Since data (in binary format) in many cases would be transmitted from one element of an automated system to another element of the same system that were physically separated by substantial distances, detailed characteristics of those automated systems had to be obtained and evaluated.
Then another determination was necessary, namely, did one automated system interact with another automated system and, if so, what would be the nature of. the information exchange? The nature of these exchanges could be voice commands or data commands, raw data exchanges, or processed data exchanges. Even more critical would be the rate of exchange and time perishability of this information. In some automated systems, there will be a recurring exchange, but with potentially differing contents with each refresh of information.
The above analysis has had to be done for all of the 50 or more automated systems that are being conceived to be employed on the modern battlefield, some as early as 1983. This type analysis was and is being done as a part of the communications support requirements collection activity which provides the database for traffic flow profiles for the future communications architecture. To a large extent, the Army's future tactical communication system is still being defined because many of the new automated systems are still emerging. As each automated system evolves, the finite characteristics of that system will become better defined.
In some cases, the data flow within an individual system and between systems require a very high transit rate. In other cases, the rate may be well within the transit rates of a common user switched communications system. Therefore, to structure the most cost effective yet totally responsive system for the users requires a detailed compilation of this type information. We have already performed several iterations of this traffic flow data. The results of the analysis to date confirms the requirement for a composite system that will be constructed from a series of major individual elements, each providing capabilities that fuse together to constitute a highly responsive network that can be centrally managed and controlled. Centralized management of a system as complex as will be required to serve future U.S. Army field organizations will be essential if the reliability objectives are to be achieved.
RELIABILITY OBJECTIVES
To exercise command and to control a vast array of automated battlefield systems is going to require a network design that provides information transfer reliability rates that approach 99.9 percent. To lose information may render an automated system completely unusable. In systems like fire control and direction, injected errors could cause misdirected and misguided weapons delivery. Therefore, information transfer reliability becomes critical in some cases.
There will be outages and partial network operations from time to time. Information rerouting is going to be mandatory.
Under such conditions the ability to reroute traffic in a timely manner will require the ability to establish priorities and provide prioritized service on the networks.
All of these factors were considered as the INTACS System was being conceived. Although new information continues to be collected, general design characteristics are now relatively firm.
THE SYSTEM DEFINED Therefore, to conclude this dissertation on Army future communications for the main battIe area, I am going to describe a systems architecture that will flow from the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) to the rear boundaries of a theatre of operations. I will not attempt to specifically size the system other than in general terms because adjustments are still occuring as better systems definitions are being formulated.
THE HEART OF THE SYSTEM
The heart of the INTACS System will be ultimately a terrestrial long-haul, digital, tandem trunked area system that will provide interconnections to the major command headquarters echeloned throughout the main battle area. The separation of the command headquarters from its communications facilities is deliberate to reduce the identity of the command location because of the electromagnetic signatures normal to a signal node. The interconnections of the command centers to the signal nodes can be by a variety of transmission facilities, such as coaxial cable, highly directive laser systems, fiber-optic cables, or microwave systems operating at extremely high frequencies (EHF) with highly directive antennas to reduce the amount of information interception and greatly reduce jamming by enemy EW systems. The system will contain 12 nodes for a typical corps area consisting of up to 5 3 divisions.
The trunk system will commence in the division rear area and will increase in capacity as one moves rearward. The basic trunk groupings will start at 18 digital channels with remote group tails that will feed the main node. The system will ultimately build up to as many as 144 digital channels toward the rear of the corps area. In the division and corps area, the multichannel system will be 18/36/72 channels depending upon traffic load requirements and equipment configurations.
SWITCHING
Switching in the future will center around a family of automatic circuit and message switches. The circuit switches will encompass capacities from 15 lines/trunks at the most forward echelons to 300/600 lines/trunks at the corps area and the theatre nodes. The circuit switches initially will both switch in time and space with a preponderance of space switching initially, but eventually converting to time division switching. When circuit switching migrates to fully time-matrixed switching then complete digital switching will be achieved. This initial configuration will be with the field signal organizations for at least three decades because of the older equipment inventories of the Reserve and National Guard forces.
SATELLITE SYSTEMS
To complement and augment the terrestrial trunked networks that will use microwave transmission equipment of modern digital design, a family of satellite ground terminals will be employed. At the forward echelons and for the more mobile organizations, single channel ground terminals capable of 2400 bit/s data and single channel voice transmissions will provide longer distance interconnections between highly mobile command elements with each other and into the trunked backbone system. The multichannel tactical satellite system will augment the terrestrial long haul microwave system at selected nodes to provide special communications service and skip node capability. This is an essential feature for the effective distribution of intelligence data. The satellite systems may work at ultra high frequency (UHF), super high frequency (SHF) or extremely high frequency (EHF) frequencies. For the high density satellite systems, the trend is toward EHF. The satellite systems will most likely operate in the time division demand assigned mode in the future.
COMBAT NET RADIOS
In the forward echelon organizations, combat net radio will continue to form the bulk of the command and control voice and data communications service. This equipment is normally organic to the using units and represents their primary communications capability. Some combat net radio will permeate the battlefield at all echelons, but the preponderance of this type equipment will be in the division area forward. The current combat net radio is being replaced by a modern design that provides secure voice, secure data up to 16 kbits and has both internal and external electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM) capabilities. I mention internal and external because part of the ECCM capability (frequency hopping) will be by attached appliqui. The external will be via a steerable null antenna processor (SNAP) which manipulates electronically the patterns of two or more antennas such that an incoming jamming signal may be suppressed 20-30 dB, depending upon the number of antennas associated with the SNAP and the power of the jammer. Likewise, a more directive transmitting pattern can be set up to increase the effective-radiated power toward the desired receiver.
RADIO WIRE INTEGRATION
The combat net radio subsystem has been designed to interconnect to the switched telephone system by, initially, a semiautomated radio wire integration (RWI) capability with security and eventually to utilize a fully automatic RWI system. The semiautomatic RWI or net radio interface (NRI), as it is sometimes called, will allow operation with the older radio sets. The fully automatic RWI equipment w d allow secure combat net radio calls to be set up much quicker, but the procedure for call handling will still require radio procedures rather than conventional telephone procedure.
An alternative to the division multichannel system is a of mobile radio-telephone configuration called the mobile subscriber access (MSA) system where the entire call is established as if the subscriber were placing a normally dialed telephone call. While the approach is not new, modern technology has made the equipment requirements more amenable to field usage. The MSA system will consist primarily of two major components, namely, the mobile subscriber terminal (MST) COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. COM-28, NO.
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and the mobile subscriber central (ME). calls can be initiated between MST's or through an MSC or from an MST through an MSC to the trunk system or even through a satellite interconnection via an MSC to the trunk system. It is anticipated that the future 1990's system will employ the MSA approach rather than the less flexible Automatic Radio Wire Integration System using a field radio or the division low channel density multichannel systems.
SUBSCRIBER INTERFACES
It is anticipated that the individual subscribers will enjoy far greater flexibdity in interfacing with the communications network than was possible with the older systems. Much of the knowledge burden of narrative message processing has now been removed from the message or communication center operator and placed internal to the subscriber terminal device. Prompting and editing capabilities are now directly built in to the subscriber terminal devices and permit staff members, without training, to quickly prepare and process messages.
It is anticipated that by the mid-to late 1980's interactive terminals will replace all of the conventional terminal facilities used today. Many of these devices will be an essential part of a major automated battlefield system and may incorporate a communications interface module. In thissway, that terminal device may serve a dual role, both as the interactive device for the operation and manipulation of the automated system and as a communications system input device as well.
Digital facsimile will provide commanders with a graphic capability that will also be interactive. Current developments for the military will provide a capability for those organizations that have a high mobility requirement to send graphics' information through their own organic radio equipment or through the trunk network by interconnection at the staff element headquarters. Digital facsimile has been perfected to the point that at high-speed transmissions (16 kbits), a standard page size copy can be sent in less than 1 min. The digital facsimile capability provides commanders with a visualization of battlefield operations that has not existed before.
DATA PROCESSING CENTERS
Large-scale data processors are now being developed that meet the size, weight, and ruggedness of the tactical field environment. These tactical data processing service centers will be directly coupled into the switched common users' area .communications system. The inputs to and outputs from those centers will come from diverse areas of the battlefield and interface the trunk switching system at area communications nodes. (Most of this traffic will be logistical and administrative in nature.) The majority of this traffic will be less perishable and will be capable of being stored at interim locations for forwarding as system capacity can accommodate.
THE TACTICAL INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
When the Signal Center at Ford Gordon analyzed the user need lines for communications service for many of the Army's automated battlefield systems, it discovered that the information flow rate was such that the speed of transit from one element of that system to another, in many cases, was of the order of 1 s or less to achieve the objectives of automating that capability in the first place. If one considers the typical automatic connection times through a common user trunk switched network, time orders in the neighbor of 5-15 s are common. Therefore, a common user communications system is just too slow.
As a result, a different type system would have to be considered. One approach would be to hard wire (dedicate) circuits for those portions of those automated systems that must utilize the conventional communications system. Unfortunately, the occupancy time may be very low since many of these data bundles are very short and have considerable dead time between them. Therefore, the basic communications system would have excessive sizing built in to accommodate all of these dedicated circuits. Already, other Department of Defense programs were addressing similar requirements for the military departments. Two programs that show considerable promise are the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) and the packet switching (packet radio) development. Both of these systems employ forms of time division multiple addressing that provides wide area coverage through aerial relays. The response times of these systems for user readdressal is down to the order of milliseconds, well within the system response times of practically all of the Army's automated systems. Both of these systems are now being tested to determine their feasibility for application to the Army's data distribution needs. Results to date have been favorable and it would appear that versions of these systems will find application in the 1980 and 1990 time frames.
CONCLUSION
What, then, would the Army's future communications system look like? Pictorially, the terrestrial network appears as shown in Fig. 4 . This figure is, in reality, a major digital trunk network with its mobile radio interfaces. To show internal node communications, I have prepared%. Fig. 5 , which not only shows the basic node configuration, but also the local remoting capability along with the extension to the remoted transmission facilities. Overlaying this system will be a time domain multiple addressing system for rapid dissemination of highly perishable reactive type data.
User interaction with the communications network will far exceed any capability that exists today. Subsequently, the personnel requirements of the signal organizations should decrease substantially in the information processing and handling areas. On the other hand, the complexity of equipment requires a new type signal soldier with levels of training and expertise quite different from that currently required.
The role of technology will continue to influence the ultimate characteristics and capabilities of the equipment that will become a major part of the configurations of tomorrow. To a large extent, man himself applies a limit to what can .be achieved electronically. In most cases, even today's circuitry achievements reach sizing configurations that far exceed the most fervent dreams three or more decades ago.
The precise configurations in the 1990's will not be altered greatly from what is now being proposed in the INTACS update. Some refinements are most likely in system control schemes. Major new componentry breakthroughs are not foreCast for at least two more decades. Therefore, the system that I have described is most likely the one that would be Seen on the battlefield could I advance the calendar to 1995. Mr. Mannel is a frequent contributor to technical journals and is active in the Central Savannah River Area Section of the IEEE, currently serving as the Section's Treasurer.
